A computer model of neural processes observed in the cat motor cortex during performance of an operant movement.
This report describes a computer model of a "column" in the cat motor cortex. The model includes two layers of two-segment pyramidal neurons with two groups of inhibitory interneurons in each layer, which selectively control the somatic and dendritic segments of the pyramidal cells. In this model, neurons include active sodium, calcium, and several types of potassium currents. Excitatory connections between neurons are of the AMPA and NMDA types, while collateral connections between neurons of the upper layer are mainly of the NMDA type; connections between neurons in the lower layer are of the AMPA type. All inhibitory connections are of the GABA(A) type. The model reproduces the main neuronal processes seen in the cat motor cortex during performance of an operant movement. Pyramidal neurons of the upper layer generate primary and secondary responses to external stimuli. As in real experiments, secondary NMDA-dependent responses appear when GABA(A) inhibition is weakened and disappear when stimulation is increased; these properties of secondary responses are only reproduced when NMDA receptors are located in the terminals of collateral connections. Using only rapid NMDA-independent connections, neurons in the lower layer generate a slow bell-shaped wave of excitation (a "motor command"), which is formed by sequential activation of neurons with dendritic trees of different sizes.